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COLOMBIA, IS IN MANY WAYS, AN UNDISCOVERED GEM.  

With a GDP of US$182 billion, it has an economy the size of 

Belgium’s. It has the steadiest economic growth record in South 

America and, even amidst a worldwide recession, the International 

Monetary Fund has predicted its growth at 3.5% this year and 

5% in 2010. 

�e strong fundamentals are attracting attention in the global 

investment community. Foreign direct investment was up 373% to  

$9 billion between 2000 and 2007, then reached $10.5 billion in  

2008 despite the weakening world economy.
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Trade is also on the rise, as Colombia has now signed 
free trade agreements with Chile, Mexico, the U.S., the 
European Free Trade Association and, in November 
2008, Canada (see “Free Trade”). Negotiations with the 
European Union have entered their fourth round.

Such internationalism may appear at odds with 
Colombia’s reputation for violence. But the government 
of President Alvaro Uribe, elected in 2002, has taken 
strong measures to encourage investment while 
addressing instability. 

� e President’s strategy of inviting paramilitary and 
guerrilla groups to come 
to the negotiating table 
and join the country’s 
economic and political 
systems has so far led to 
demobilization of 50,000 
members, says Jaime 
Girón Duarte, Colombia’s 
ambassador to Canada. 

“Our hope is for the process of negotiations to fi nalize 
violence in Colombia. Now, the challenge is employment 
in legitimate activities. And that is why we are signing 
free trade agreements and enhancing the investment 
climate. Workers and their families will benefi t from all 
the things that come with good quality jobs. It is a social 
objective as much as an economic objective.”

While the problem is far from solved, there is 
dramatic progress. � e three main Colombian cities 

of Bogotá, Cartagena and Medellín now report lower 
homicide rates than Washington, D.C.  

Indeed, Colombia now presents many advantages 
from a trade and investment standpoint. By meeting 
investment and job-creation criteria, for example, 
businesses can either locate within a permanently 
established free trade zone (FTZ) or they can apply for 
“single enterprise” FTZ status anywhere in Colombia. 
FTZ benefi ts include a 15% corporate income tax rate 
for 30 years, extendable for another 30 years, no value-
added taxes or duties and, of course, export benefi ts 
from Colombia’s international trade agreements. FTZs 
can also sell to the domestic market. Colombia has 
privately operated ports in both the Atlantic and the 
Pacifi c Oceans. Its main ports on the Atlantic are just 
three or four days by sea, and about three hours by plane 
from principal points of entry to North America, such 
as Miami. 

Authorities have already approved 47 FTZs.  
Colombia is now well positioned to withstand 

the global economic downturn. Its banking system 
remains stable. In June, Canada’s Dominion Bond 
Rating Service upgraded Colombia’s foreign currency 
rating, attributing the move to “steady improvements 
that Colombia has made in debt management, 
macroeconomic policy credibility and public security” 
and “the likelihood of policy continuit through the 
elections in 2010.” DBRS also said evidence suggests 
the Colombian economy will remain resilient even if a 
global recovery is delayed. 

“We have been very careful with our handling of the 
economy,” says Duarte. “At the beginning of this decade, 
Colombia faced a major fi scal defi cit and many negative 
economic indicators. We had to adopt strict measures to 
regulate the economy at a time of domestic crisis, but it 
has also positioned us well for the current situation.” 

With a sound economy and long-awaited peace and 
security at home, he adds, Colombia’s future is bright.

TRADE AT THE CROSSROADS OF THE AMERICAS

Canada-Colombia: Trade and Investment 
Exports (2008) $703.8 million

Imports (2008) $643.7 million

Canadian FDI in Colombia 
(10-Year Total)

$6.2 billion

Sources: Industry Canada and Government of Colombia

Colombia is now well 
positioned to withstand 
the global economic 
downturn. Its banking 
system remains stable. 
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Free Trade: Canada and Colombia Tie the Knot
� e free trade agreement between Canada and 
Colombia, signed in November, signals Colombia’s 
intention to play a greater role in world trade. � is and 
other agreements Colombia has negotiated give its 
businesses preferred access to 1.2 billion  consumers 
throughout the Americas and Europe. 

� e Canada-Colombia agreement will provide a lift 
to the $1.4 billion in trade between the two countries 
in 2008. It eliminates tariff s on almost all exports to 
Colombia, including the major categories of wheat, 
barley, lentils, peas, selected boneless beef cuts and a 
variety of paper products and machinery. 

It also promises recognition of professional 
certifi cations such as engineering, leading to greater 
labour mobility. 

� ree earlier but related agreements accompany the 
trade agreement. 

■  � e Labour Co-operation Agreement obliges 
Colombia - and Canada - to follow comprehensive 
labour provisions including prohibitions against unfair 
labour practices described by the International Labour 
Organization, such as child labour, forced labour and 
workplace discrimination. 
■  � e Agreement on the Environment commits both 
countries to maintaining high levels of environmental 
responsibility in their trading relationship. 
■  � e Double Taxation Convention eliminates 
double taxation for companies and individuals from one 
country doing business or earning income in the other. 

Me’shel Gulliver-Belanger, spokesperson for the 
Department of Foreign Aff airs and International Trade, 
says the agreements promote stability and predictability 
in Colombia, “off ering a more receptive environment 
for the growing stock of Canadian investment in key 
sectors such as oil and gas and mining.”

 

Colombian President Alvaro Uribe brought a 
message of optimism about his country during 
a visit to Ottawa earlier this month, forecasting 
that free trade with Canada and other 
world economies will help defeat poverty in 
Colombia and create a dynamic economy that 
will bring greater social benefi ts to all.

During his visit, Uribe met with Minister 
of Trade & Industry Stockwell Day to discuss 
the trade agreement signed last November. 
He expressed confi dence the treaty would 
soon be approved by Parliament and that 
it would help build upon the $1.4 billion in 
trade between the two countries and create 
employment and investment opportunities 
in Colombia. 

He noted that the agreement with Canada 
will further the Colombian strategy of integration 
with major world economies. “We cannot, with 
46 million people, with all that poverty, with 
so many problems, get locked in our country, 
isolated from the world’s economy,” Uribe said. 
“That is why we make this effort.” 

Accompanying the President on his visit 
was Colombian Minister of Trade, Tourism and 
Industry Luis Plata-Paez, who addressed the 
Economic Forum of the Americas in Montreal. 
He said Colombia tends to buy from the U.S., 
but is eager to diversify its supplies to create 
less dependency. 

President Uribe with Minister Stockwell 
Day at the Conference of Montreal 2009

He also made a strong case for liberalized trade and 
investment as the best way to defeat violence and poverty 
in his country. “We need an FTA, we need trade. Why? To 
help us resolve these issues. You create better paying jobs 
through exports and more investment into the country. You 
start defeating violence as you give people opportunities and 
education. The moment you give people something to lose, 
that’s the moment you start defeating violence, terrorists and 
drug traffi ckers.” 

When the present government was elected in 2002, he 
said, 60% of Colombians lived below the poverty line. Now, 
44% live in poverty, and while that is not yet satisfactory, the 
improvement means more than half the country now lives in 
respectable conditions. 

“We are moving towards a pro-business, pro-investment, 
pro-trade environment,” he said. “We respect private property, 
we stimulate investment, we’re friendly toward business, and 
we facilitate things for business rather than having the state be 
a major player.” 

COLOMBIAN PRESIDENT PREDICTS PROGRESS FROM FREE TRADE
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Rich in Resources, Ready for Investment
Colombia is already one of the world’s top suppliers of 
coal - tenth in the world, according to the World Coal 
Institute - and emeralds (number one), but it’s also 
rich in gold, silver, nickel, copper and other base and 
precious metals. 

� e resources have always been present, but what has 
changed is the environment for investment and mineral 
exploitation in Colombia. 

As the Colombian government brings its domestic 
challenges under control and opens its doors to the rest 
of the world, it is well aware of the central role mining 
will play. 

Mining accounts for about 20% of Colombia’s total 
exports, and production is signifi cant and diverse. In 
2007, mining companies exported $3.3 billion in coal 
from Colombia, $1.5 billion in nickel, $350 million in 
gold and $126 million in emeralds. � ey also exported 
$710 million in other metals. 

It’s an industry attracting worldwide attention. 
Foreign direct investment in Colombian mining is on 

the rise, totalling $2.1 billion (all fi gures US$) in 2008, 
up from $1.1 billion in 2007. 

� e largest foreign investor in Colombia’s mining 
sector by far is Canada. “Canada is Colombia’s main 
mining partner in exploration,” says Hernán Martinez 
Torres, Colombia’s minister of mines and energy. “In fact, 
Canadian investors have contributed close to 44% of the 
total resources invested in new explorations in Colombia.” 

Canadian mining companies are responding to 
attractive investment conditions. For example, foreign 
and domestic mining companies have equal rights under 
Colombian law, and contractual terms for claims are 
well defi ned. 

But Colombia has taken major steps to sweeten the 
investment pot. Tax reform has eliminated remittance taxes 
on dividends and the corporate income tax was lowered to 
33% from 38.5%. Companies can also deduct 40% of the 
amount invested in fi xed real productive assets. 

Colombia has also introduced new rules that 
guarantee contractual stability for all sectors, including 
mining. To protect determining factors for investments 
of at least US$1.7 million, investors can sign contracts 
with the Colombian government guaranteeing 
legislation and administrative interpretation of 
regulations for three to 20 years. In exchange, the 
company pays a premium of 1% of the annual 
investment to the government. 

“Colombia’s legal framework off ers excellent 
conditions for investors,” says Martinez. “It 
off ers attractive and modern mining regulations, 
macroeconomic and legal stability, enhanced security 
conditions, a business-friendly environment, and the 
possibility of signing legal stability contracts with the 
government to protect investments against adverse 
changes in law.”

Work in Colombia, But Stay To Play
As your business ventures take you to different corners 
of Colombia, you will discover it is a rewarding place to 

extend your stay or hold a meeting. 

From alpine Andean reaches to verdant Amazon 

rainforests to Caribbean beaches, there’s something 

for everyone. And for urban pleasures, you cannot go 

wrong in Bogotá, now one of the safest cities in South 

America.

Air Canada fl ies three times a week non-stop to 

Bogotá from Toronto. Flights originate in Montreal, and 

there’s no need to change aircraft.
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Transmilenio – Bogota’s iconic BRT system 
which moves 1.4 MM passengers per day

La Aduana Square – Cartagena
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COLOMBIAN SUCCESS STORIES

Greystar Resources: In a Good Place
With close to $100 million invested in Colombia since 
1994, emerging gold company Greystar Resources of 
Vancouver believes it’s now on the verge of achieving 
great things. 

At its 100%-owned gold-silver Angostura deposit 
in northeastern Colombia, Greystar has completed 
drilling studies that reveal combined measured and 
indicated resources of 11.5 million ounces of gold, 
plus inferred resources of another 3.5 million ounces. 
� e International Finance Corp., a part of the World 
Bank Group focused on private sector development 
within developing countries, proposed in February a 
$12-million investment in Greystar to move Angostura 
forward to production. 

“It shows how much conditions for investment in 
Colombia have improved,” says Greystar executive vice-
president Fred Felder. 

Felder says Colombia’s central and regional 

governments are extremely supportive of investment. 
“More than 50% of government revenues go back to 
the regions,” he says, which results in local sources of 
education, health and institutional support for workers 
and their families. “And 87% of royalties from minerals 
go back to local communities, so locals have an interest 
in seeing projects go forward and succeed.”

McCain Foods: Frozen Fries Find Favour
In Bogotá for 10 years ago, McCain Foods now employs 
350 people in a plant producing frozen french fries, 
yuca and vegetables for the Colombian marketplace. 

French fries account for about 80% of sales, while 
yuca, or cassava, represents 10%, and frozen vegetables 
and pizza the rest. McCain buys potatoes from local 
growers, so its Colombian french fries don’t taste like the 
North American variety. “Colombian potatoes are grown 
at upwards of 2,000 metres in altitude,” says Andres 
Zuluaga, McCain Foods Colombia’s director of fi nance 
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for the Andean region., “so they’re unique to Colombia 
with a totally diff erent fl avour.” 

McCain sponsors ongoing research with the 
Colombian Institute of Agronomy to improve potato 
yields. Says Zuluaga:  “We work with local entities to 
develop other potato varieties from the Andean region 
to help growers increase their productivity and income.” 

He says Colombia’s revitalization over the past seven 
years is a welcome turnabout. “We now have an economic 
and political situation that favours investment. It is a 
dramatic change.” 

B2Gold: Getting in at the Grassroots 
Up-and-coming gold company B2Gold Corp. of 
Vancouver controls a portfolio of exploration properties 
in Colombia, working closely in joint ventures with 
mining giant AngloGold Ashanti, which does fi rst-
phase development. 

� e most advanced project is 51%-owned Gramalote, 
about 230 kilometres northwest of Bogotá. Early 
indications suggest Gramalote could become a large 
open-pit mine yielding at least 2.4 million ounces of gold. 

Grassroots exploration at its Quebradona site, 
also 51%-owned, has also indicated widespread gold 
mineralization. A copper-molybdenum project at 
Mocoa is 100% B2Gold-owned with indications of 306 
million tonnes of ore.

“Colombia is really among the last workable countries 
with huge resources where you can do grassroots 
exploration,” says B2Gold Colombia vice-president 
Stephen Jensen. Little systematic exploration was done 
until the present government was elected in 2002, says 
Jensen. “� ere is great geological potential – and now 
security, both in safety and economic stability.” 
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